“Talking alone will not keep glaciers from melting and rainforests from disappearing.”

The Campaign “Stop talking. Start planting” is a creation of the advertising agency Leagas Delaney, Hamburg to support the important work of the children from the global student initiative Plant-for-the-Planet. “Stop talking. Start planting” has been awarded in the GWA Social Effie category national/international as best Social Campaign 2010. Thank you, Hermann Waterkamp and the team from Leagas Delaney for that excellent and exemplary support.

The photos of the pairs above contain the following information about the depicted people:

Prominent Person, Organization supports x-year-old Child, who has pledged to plant a million trees in her/his Country.

You too can join our quest for climate justice. Please visit www.plant-for-the-planet.org

1. Zilore S. Mumba, African Centre of Meteorological Applications for Development (ACMAD) supports Chola from Zambia
2. Han Seung-soo, Prime Minister South Korea supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
3. Wei Wei, Chinese Pop Star supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
4. HSH Prince Albert II of Monaco, Sovereign Prince of Monaco supports 12-year-old Maiken from Botswana
5. Michael Stich, former professional tennis player supports 12-year old Sarah from Germany
6. Anote Tong, President of Kiribati supports 11-year-old Siti from Malaysia
7. Rajendra Pachauri, Chair, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change supports 14-year-old Sneha from India
8. Hans Küng, President, Global Ethic Foundation supports 12-year-old Felix from Germany
9. Til Schweiger, German actor, supports 13-year-old Alina from Germany
10. Claudia Roth, Chair person of the green party Germany, supports 12-year-old Max from Germany
11. Gabi Burgstaller, Governor of Salzburg supports 11-year-old Vera from Austria
12. HRH Prince Felipe of Asturias, Royal Highness of Asturias, supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
13. Bill McKibben, Co-Founder and Director, 350.org supports 12-year-old Alice from the USA
14. Goh Kee Nguan, CEO, Singapore 2010 Youth Olympic Games Organising Committee supports 13-year-old Aanchal from Nepal
15. Jörg Haas, Program Director Climate Diplomacy, ECF supports 12-year-old Ben from Germany
16. Eric Ezechieli, The Natural Step Italy supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
17. Alexandra Wandel, Development Director, World Future Council supports 12-year-old Max from Germany
18. Vittorio Verzura, Advisor, SPS Prace News supports 14-year-old Camilo from Ecuador
19. Malini Mehra, Founder and CEO, Centre for Social Markets supports 10-year-old Mahfique from Bangladesh
20. Rajendra Gandhi, grandson of Mahatma Gandhi, supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
21. Edward Ayensu, Chairman, Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Ghana supports 14-year-old Mariama from Gambia
22. Michael Otto, Head, OTTO Group supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
23. Steve Wozniak, Co-founder of Apple, supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
24. Barbara Stocking, Chief Executive, Oxfam GB supports 11-year-old Joseph from the UK
25. HRH Princess Haya Bint Al Hussein, UN Messenger of Peace supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
27. Kumi Naidoo, Chair, Global Campaign for Climate Action supports 13-year-old Lydia from Namibia
28. Renate Bloem, Representative of Cívicos supports 11-year-old Artem from Kazakhstan
29. Harrison Ford, actor supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
30. Aubrey Meyer, Director, Global Commons Institute supports 11-year-old Diana from Ukraine
31. Mary Robinson, Governor of Lower Austria supports 11-year-old Hannah from Italy
32. Franz Fischer, former European Union Commissioner for Agriculture supports 12-year-old Felix from Germany
33. Liz Mohn, Deputy Chairperson, Bertelsmann Stiftung supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
34. Tiemo Sokale, Minister for Environment, Mali supports 13-year-old Mildred from Zimbabwe
35. Daniel Stauffacher, Chairman, ICT4Peace Foundation supports 12-year-old Milena from Poland
37. Gisele Bündchen, Top Model supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
38. Gesine Schwan, German politician supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
39. Hannes Jaenincke, actor supports Felix
40. David Suzuki, Scientist, Environmentalist and Broadcaster supports 15-year-old Hannah from Canada
41. Achim Steiner, Executive Director, United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) supports 10-year-old Nam from Bahrain
42. Arne Ljungqvist, Chairman of the Medical Commission, International Olympic Committee supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
43. HRH Queen Masenate Mohato Seeiso of Lesotho supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
44. Anthony Hill, The Reflexion Group supports 14-year-old Justin from Fiji Islands
45. Michael Nikalubo, Minister for Meteorology, Department of Meteorology, Uganda supports 13-year-old Sangare from Côte d’Ivoire
46. Peter Metz, German Singer supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
47. Franz Alt, German Journalist supports 12-year-old Climate Justice Ambassador from Berlin
48. Wolfgang Schüssel, Former Austrian Chancellor supports 13-year-old Paula from Venezuela
49. Muhammad Yunus, Nobel Peace Prize Laureate supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
50. Franz Fehrenbach, Chairman, Robert Bosch supports 12-year-old Jule from Germany

Also supporting the “Stop talking. Start planting.” Campaign with a picture, but not shown above are:

51. Wangari Maathai (†), Nobel Peace Prize Laureate supports 12-year-old Eugene from Haiti
52. Dirk Niebel, Federal minister for economic cooperation and development, supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
53. Klaus Töpfer, former director of the UNEP, supports 10-year-old Cornelius from Germany
54. Margot Hill, Université de Genève, PhD Student supports Sudar from Sri Lanka
55. Piet Posthuma (†), Actor supports 14-year-old Abdullah from Saudi Arabia
56. Alfons Schuhbeck, Chef, supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
57. Andy Lang, Etynes, supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
58. Antje von Dewitz, CEO vaude, supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
59. Bernd Kullmann, CEO deuter, supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
60. Peter Räuber, CEO Maloja, supports 14-year-old Felix from Germany
61. Daniel Wermus, Executive Director, Media 21 supports 14-year-old Keri-Ann from Guyana
62. Prince Turki Al Faisal from Saudi-Arabia supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
63. Anwar Fazal, Director, Right Livelihood College supports 12-year-old Adeline from Indonesia
64. Javier Quero Guerra, Université de Genève supports 14-year-old Jessica from Lebanon
65. Matteo Warnecki, Director, Global Footprint Network supports 14-year-old Kazuki from Japan
66. Michael Faller, German entrepreneur supports 12-year-old Gabriel from Germany
67. Dr. Wulf Bentlage, CEO, Geohumus International GmbH supports 12-year-old Felix from Germany
68. Hans Berger, Vice Governor of South Tyrol and member of the provincial government supports 7-year-old Max from Italy
69. Renate Bloem, Representative of Cívicos supports 11-year-old Artem from Kazakhstan
70. Richard Blume, Senior Advisor, The Natural Step Sweden supports Fatima from Algeria
71. Sean Cleary, Managing Director, Strategic Concepts supports Welcome from Swaziland
72. Martin Cuevas, supports 12-year-old Juan from Argentina
73. Catherine Cunningham, Founder and CEO, Ekoshore supports 13-year-old Nour from Egypt
74. Luis Durnwalder, Governor of South Tyrol, President of autonomous region Trentino-Alto Adige supports 12-year-old Sofia from Italy
75. Nina Eichinger, German Moderator supports Ben from Germany
76. Martin Frick, Deputy CEO, Global Humanitarian Forum supports 12-year-old Mira from Germany
77. Florian Fritsch, Managing Director, Froschi Geothermie supports Ben from Germany
78. Emanuel Gavert, Vice President, AIESEC Sweden supports 11-year-old Iislin from Norway
79. Francesco Giannotti, Social Responsibility Advocate supports 12-year-old Nguyen from Vietnam
80. Steffen Groth, Actor supports Ben from Germany
81. Margot Hill, Université de Genève, PhD Student supports Sudar from Sri Lanka
82. Judith Hoersch, Actress supports Ben from Germany
83. Caroline Howe, Indian Youth Climate Network, Director Climate Solutions supports Aina from Madagascar
84. Helmut Innerbichler, Mayor of Sand in Taufers supports 12-year-old Felix from Germany
85. Horst Janson, Actor supports Jakob from Germany
86. Peter Ketnath, Actor supports Ben from Germany
87. Kerstin Linnartz, Moderator supports Ben from Germany
88. John D. Liu, Speaker on the Environment and Global Warming supports 15-year-old Mustapha from Gambia
89. Fernando Niño, CEO, Recyclo Chile supports 11-year-old Sebastián from Bolivia
90. Yasar Özbek, Counselor, Turkish Delegation for the WTO supports 12-year-old Rufat from Azerbaijan
91. Erwin Pröll, Governor of Lower Austria supports 11-year-old Hannah from Italy
92. Dianna Rienstra supports 14-year-old Gintare from Lithuania
93. Georg Schirmbeck, Member of German Parliament supports 12-year-old Felix from Germany
94. Louise Schmeiser supports 11-year-old Flurina from Germany
95. Percy Schmeiser, winners of the Right Livelihood Award supports 11-year-old Flurina from Germany
96. Shruti Shivabasavaiah supports 12-year-old Fernando from Panama
97. Graham Stegmann, Special Advisor to the President of the African Development Bank supports 11-year-old Yelim from South Korea
98. Christoph Stückelberger, Director Globethics.net supports 15-year-old Maurisa from Trinidad and Tobago
99. Gunter Thielen, Chairman of the Board, Bertelsmann Foundation supports 11-year-old Takol from Thailand
100. **Hans van der Loo**, Manager, supports 11-year-old Felix from Germany
101. **Philipp Freiherr von und zu Guttenberg**, President, AGDW supports 12-year-old Felix from Germany
102. **David Watkiss** supports 14-year-old Hector Julio from the Dominican Republic
103. **Joseph Wilhelm**, Founder and Chairman, Rapunzel AG supports 11-year-old Flurina from Germany

and many, many more.

**Contact:**
Plant-for-the-Planet Foundation
Lindemannstr. 13
82327 Tutzing, Germany
+49 8808 9345
media@plant-for-the-planet.org

The Plant-for-the-Planet Initiative is supported by the Global Board:
Antonia, Deutschland; Anting, China; Alberto, Mexiko; Carolin, Deutschland; Carolina, Mexiko; Clara, Deutschland; Felix, Deutschland; Jule, Deutschland; Karoline, Deutschland; Maiken, Botswana; Nour, Libanon; Rufat, Aserbaidschan; Viacheslav, Russland; Yugratna, Indien
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